
M A R C H - I N G  F O R W A R D  
 

The month of March reminds us to take action on our
thoughts and inspirations. A time of advancement and

forward movement propelling us into the future.
Decisions made in this month will have fortitude and

distance, make sure your decisions are for the highest
good of all around you.

E V O L V E  N A T I O N



W E L C O M E  T O  M A R C H

Each month has a particular symbolism

throughout the year. As for the spiritual meaning

of March, it marks a very strong moment in our

year. It's time for advancement and movement:

the moment when we look to the future without

looking back at our past. To advance, we must let

go of our past and prevail beyond our

fears/doubts. Our transition from last month to

this month isn't far off. The chakra practices

supporting your healing and energy activation

should continue to be a part of your daily

practice. To keep our growth and energy aligned,

we have to stay consistent. Here's an analogy: if

you stopped running, do you think you would still

have the same stamina a few weeks later?

Probably not. The same applies with our energy

centers. Keep yourself aligned - after all it only

takes 20 minutes of your day to follow a flow and

guided meditation. It's easy to do and not to easy

to do - and thats the challenge we will focus on

collectively: being consistent.

L E T ' S  
E V O L V E
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T H I S  M O N T H . . .

We all want to achieve the most we can in the one life we have. In
order to do so, we must prove to ourselves that we are capable of
healing from our past and facing our fears. To prove this to
ourselves, we must have the courage and humility to accept where
we presently stand and what we must do to grow stronger. There
are no shortcuts, and if taken - they will only leave you revolving in a
vicious cycle of disappointment and stagnation.    

courage
noun

The ability to do something that frightens one.

Short cuts will never work.

I'm not referring to the fear of heights or spiders. I'm referring to the
the fear of uncertainty. The fear of failing. The fear of change. 
These fears have the biggest impact on how we choose to live.

Often, people subconsciously tie success to materialistic things or a
perception of success shaped by society. Success is not a tangible
thing - it's a feeling you obtain through progress, emotional
independence, autonomy and love. Everything else are added
bonuses and achievements that are driven by the real facets of
success.  The joy of getting a new car or home is real but those
positive emotions don't last forever if you're not well nourished from
within. Invest in things that support your development  and
meaning in life. Evolve Nation does that for me. It DRIVES me to
continuously EVOLVE so that I can better myself and have a greater
impact in the world. Stay close to those who mirror the
characteristics and life you envision for yourself!



C H E C K  Y O U R S E L F

This month I want you to introspect. Spend time evaluating who

you are right now and the strengths you have. Acknowledging

your strengths will only reinforce them. That's the benefit of

introspecting. Now, here's the other side to that: finding things

you don't like about yourself. Areas of improvement is what I like

to term it. Write a list of the qualities you value about yourself

and qualities you want to improve.

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE

COURAGE CREATES CHANGE

Values

Although this can sound daunting, it's actually not! You're taking

responsibility for your life and discovering more opportunities for

growth. Nobody knows you better than you know you. Be honest

and avoid judgement when you're going through this

introspection. The purpose is to empower yourself and take action

- not discourage yourself and feel bad about yourself.

 BE YOUR SUPPORT SYSTEM!

Improvements

I'm organized
On Time
Ambitious
Consistent
Detailed
Patient

Never on time
Impulsive 
Impatient
Doubtful 
Negative self image
Inconsistent

& be honest



Use a journal to track your
progress or any questions
you might want to ask me
during our lives.

JOURNAL IT

Find an area in your
house where you can
sit comfortably and
focus.

Make it separate to
your relaxation space.
Ideally away from a
TV screen or other
distractions.

C R E A T E  S P A C E

Harness your imagination
and picture that you're at
school and not at home. 

Lock your phone away if
you need to - don't be
afraid to ask your parents
to intervene.

ELIMINATE
DISTRACTIONS

When things get
tough, reach out to
me and connect with
our evolve nation
family! Strength is in
interdependence.
Courage is in asking
for the help. 

SPEAK UP &
ASK FOR HELP

Self development relies
heavily on learning.
Make reading a habit.

READ MORE

STAY ON TRACK
T A K E  A C T I O N  

If you have one, follow
the schedule provided
by your school. 

If you just have a list of
things to study, break
it down into tasks and
plan to do the hardest
ones when you have
the most energy.

PLAN YOUR DAY



Whether you are transitioning into your next month with me or just
starting, each day you will become better as long as you commit to
showing up each  day. 
There will be days where you don't feel like you're progressing, but
you ARE. It all comes down to mindset and how you talk to yourself.
Are you encouraging yourself with uplifting thoughts or are you
discouraging yourself with doubtful thoughts? 

 I AM COMMITTED to sharing with your mindset audios that will
keep your mind sharp!

To kick off the month, here are two audios that support taking
responsibility and defining success.

Listen to these every morning. Fast forward to the parts that really
resonate with you and play it over and over again so you aren't the
person standing in your own way. Mindset training isn't just reading
a book or listening to an audio once, it takes repetition. Train your
mind like you train your body. 

SHOWING UP IS AN ACT OF SUCCESS!

01: Taking Responsibility 02: Defining Success

Click the screens

to listen to the

audios!

https://vimeo.com/683457182/86a212f69d
https://vimeo.com/683473321/20b1e9dc88


Understanding success in your terms doesn’t happen overnight. It
takes time, and many acts of courage, to uncover the deeper

questions at the heart of your success journey.
 

You have to learn how to believe in yourself.
 

So the question becomes:
 

How can you discover the seeds waiting to blossom into ideas that
drive the process of finding your purpose and meaning in your life?

 
I’m going to walk you through a short exercise to help get to the
root of what success means to you. But first, let’s talk about what

success doesn’t mean.
 

Success doesn’t mean copying what someone else is doing as a
metric of your worth. If you use a comparison of achievements as a
regular practice, you’re using an unhealthy and toxic practice. STOP

that SHIT!
 

When you think about the strengths of others and then compare
them to your weaknesses, how do you measure up? Does it feel

good?
 

As funny as it sounds, we’ve all done just that — compare our flaws
to the strengths in other people.

 
Maybe you see someone online sharing news about a promotion,

an engagement, a new car, or a lavish vacation.
 

We all know what happens next. We immediately look at ourselves
to see how we size up. “Megan just bought a new car. Why don’t I

have that at my age? What’s wrong with me?” 
 
 

ANOTHER KEY COMPONENT TO SUCCESS:

Don't Compare
Yourself To Others



That’s not to say that comparison has no benefit. 
 

Mentors and role models can serve as great sources of
inspiration. They demonstrate leadership qualities, and show the
steps toward achieving big long term goals and proving that it

can be done, at any age. 
 

More often though, comparing yourself to others will leave you
feeling dissatisfied and inadequate. It causes you to lose sight of

your strengths and accomplishments. Comparison gives a
skewed version of reality that highlights your insecurities while

exaggerating the success of other people. I love this quote: 
 
 

"Stop comparing your blooper reel to 
everyone else’s highlight reels." 

 
 

When you see someone who seems to have it all, you don’t see
the full picture. People project their best achievements and

rarely expose their painful failures. In other words, you see the
highlights — a glamorous montage of achievements,

distinctions, and talents.
 

At the same time, you can only see yourself from behind the
scenes. Day-to-day life is not always exciting, for anyone. It’s filled

with challenging moments, messy emotions, and yes —
mistakes.

 
Comparison sets you up for failure from the start. It traps you in

an ongoing cycle of insecurity in which you’ll never quite
measure up.

 
 

The wrong kind of comparison puts attention on the assets of
other people, rather than focusing on your strengths and goals.

Getting caught up in other peoples’ achievements causes you to
lose sight of your values. 

You wind up chasing someone else’s dreams rather than
pursuing your version of success.

 

https://soulsalt.com/leadership-characteristics/
https://soulsalt.com/long-term-goals/


You are performing at your best.
You embody the characteristics you admire.
You have accomplished everything you wanted.

Do the goals in your list align with your values?
Are these your goals, or are they based on the expectations of
someone else?
Do some of the things on your list matter more than others?
Have you already accomplished some of the things on your
list?
If not, what are you doing now to work toward these goals?

Since we know that comparison and status symbols are the worst
way to define success, let’s talk about creating a better definition

— tailored to your unique purpose in life. 
 

The path to prosperity begins by finding out: what it means to you?
Take a moment. Close your eyes. Imagine your life the way you

would like it to turn out.
 
 

Picture what it looks like when:
 

Now, take a piece of paper. Spend at least 10 minutes writing
down what you see. Don’t worry about grammar or punctuation. 

 
 List all the goals you want to achieve in different areas of your life.

List the principles, habits, career path, relationships, and
possessions that define this version of you.

 
When you’re finished writing, ask yourself these questions:

This process of assessing what you imagine against what you truly
desire is powerful. It enables you to highlight goals that mean the
most to you — and stop chasing the ones that don’t matter.

 

What does success look like?



evolve-nation.com

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

- CHOOSE YOUR PLAN -

Creating a routine is challenging enough and so changing it
every month can be overwhelming or ineffective while trying to

excel in one specific area. 
 

If your focus is on building muscle mass, follow the explore
workout calendar. To build muscle you need to focus on the

right form, resistance and repetition. Give your muscles the time
they need to adapt and grow. It's not a sprint, it's a marathon. 

 
 If your focus is on building awareness, energy and flexibility,

continue following the energy transformation program while still
devoting 3-4 days for cardio. There are options below that you

can choose from.
 

If you want to do a mix of  strength, cardio and mobility: this
month's mix will support just that. In other words,  this month

caters to evolving the mind, body and soul. 
 

BODY: The workouts will target strength/stamina.
SOUL:  The flows and meditations will nurture your energetic

alignment and emotional well being
MIND:  - The mindset talks will discuss concepts that relative to a

resilient mindset and ways you can start marrying a growth
mindset in every aspect of your life. I will be uploading new

Mindset Audios into your portal every Monday. Please use the fb
page to share topics or areas you need more help with. I'm

listening.  



March 2022
M O N T H L Y  P L A N N E R

N O T E S
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COC + 
Core Build 
+ Root Flow Hittin' Legs

Double B 
Burner +
COC

Burn Hiit
or COC

 Solar
Plexus Flow

Rest Day
+ Sacral
Flow

Upper
Body Burn
+ COC

Double B 
Burner +
COC

Upper
Body Burn
+ COC

Double B 
Burner +
COC

Solar
Plexus Flow

Solar
Plexus Flow

Solar
Plexus Flow

Lower
Body Burn

COC + 
Core Build 
+ Root Flow

COC + 
Core Build 
+ Root Flow

COC + 
Core Build 
+ Root Flow

COC + 
Core Build 
+ Root Flow

Squat &
Drop &
Hop

Rest Day
+ Sacral
Flow

Rest Day
+ Sacral
Flow

Rest Day
+ Sacral
Flow

Hittin' Legs

Lower
Body Burn

Hittin' Legs

Squat &
Drop &
Hop

Squat &
Drop &
Hop

Squat &
Drop &
Hop

Burn Hiit
or COC

Burn Hiit
or COC

Burn Hiit
or COC



BASELINE

Do this cardio workout if you're a

beginner or currently dealing with

injuries. 

GOTTA GO

Do this Hiit cardio workout if you're

pressed on time 

POWER-FULL

Do this workout if your goal is to

build more muscle and improve 

 your long distance endurance.  

RECHARGE

Add this routine to your active

recovery days. Evolvers rest

differently. 

 C H O I C E  O F
C A R D I O ( C O C )
If your goal is to lose weight, commit to morning

fasted cardio at least 4-5x / week. If your  goal is

to maintain your current weight and keep

burning  fat 2-3x / week. The cardio options

below are recommended but you can of course

switch it up with cycling, stair master or rowing

if you wanted to. Just keep pushing forward! 



B A S E L I N E
LOW  IMPACT  CARD IO

WORKOUT

Time Duration: 20 Minutes

5 Minutes

1 minute fast pace walk/jog

1 Minute Walking Lunges + Knee Drive

Next 5 Minutes

1 minute fast pace walk/jog

30 second Squat Hold

30 second Air Squats

Repeat 2x | Complete cooldown 

Time Duration: 30 Minutes

1 min Jump rope

30 sec Burpees

20 reps Push-ups

 

Repeat 4x | 30 sec rest each round

30 sec Ice Skaters

30 sec Lunge Jumps

60 sec Low Plank Hold

Repeat 4x | 30 sec rest each round 

 

G O T T A  G O
H I I T  RUNN ING

P O W E R - F U L L
HYBR ID  TRA IN ING

Time Duration: 15 Minutes

60% effort Run 1 minute

100% effort Sprint 20 Seconds 

Repeat 5x | Rest 30 seconds in between

each round

Burn Out | Minimal Rest | Repeat 5x:

1 min plank + 30 sec mountain climbers +

30 sec high knees

 

Time Duration: 30 Minutes

10 Min walk

3 Minutes breath work ( 3 secs inhale,  

1 sec hold, 4 secs exhale) 

7 Min Foam rolling 

10 Minutes Static Stretching

Bonus: Take your breathe-work to the sauna or

stem room if you have one available to you. Start

with 5-10 minutes and work up to 20 minutes.

Foam rolling done separately.  

 

R E C H A R G E
RECOVERY



EASY ACCESS
C L I C K  O N  T H E S E  V I D E O S  T O

A C C E S S  W O R K O U T

CORE BUILD SQUAT, DROP & HOP

DOUBLE B BURNER BURN HIIT

HITTIN LEGSLOWER BODY BURN

https://vimeo.com/643242741/1b1427c2f5
https://vimeo.com/599610037/68dac774e6
https://vimeo.com/594840643/c686bb0a43
https://vimeo.com/594837842/ac2ad2d6c6
https://vimeo.com/594840176/d6a519ed21
https://vimeo.com/663092759/3bd2bc6089


EASY ACCESS
C L I C K  O N  T H E S E  V I D E O S  T O
A C C E S S  F L O W S / M E D I T A T I O N

SACRAL FLOW

ROOT FLOW

SOLAR PLEXUS FLOW

GROUNDED IN STILLNESS

HEALING ROOT CHAKRA

HEALING SACRAL

HEALING SOLAR PLEXUS

ROOT CHAKRA TIPS

SACRAL & SOLAR
PLEXUS  DYNAMICS

ENERGY CHECK IN

YOUR AUDIOS

https://vimeo.com/673247604/0e5d7be80e
https://vimeo.com/673247604/0e5d7be80e
https://vimeo.com/673247604/0e5d7be80e
https://vimeo.com/676376287/4e2bf23e75
https://vimeo.com/676376287/4e2bf23e75
https://vimeo.com/676376287/4e2bf23e75
https://vimeo.com/678232754/0794079bdd
https://vimeo.com/678232754/0794079bdd
https://vimeo.com/673179417/64077d2bb7
https://vimeo.com/673179417/64077d2bb7
https://vimeo.com/673179417/64077d2bb7
https://vimeo.com/673709720/4567c014c1
https://vimeo.com/675392644/0c8a2e7663
https://vimeo.com/677810550/2a9c91cda9
https://vimeo.com/673291228/7557ab5b23
https://vimeo.com/680096459/3042933b24
https://vimeo.com/680096459/3042933b24
https://vimeo.com/680096459/3042933b24
https://vimeo.com/677810550/2a9c91cda9


EASY ACCESS
C L I C K  O N  T H E S E  V I D E O S  T O

A C C E S S  S O U N D  W A V E S

Healing Sounds

01:20 10:00

YOUR MEDITATION/FLOW
SOUND WAVES

Calming Sounds Energy Sounds

Sound waves to heal, energize or calm your

mind. Click each video to access your audio.

https://vimeo.com/676848349/47dc853277
https://vimeo.com/673704467/0965a463f4
https://vimeo.com/673897861/7028866aa5


T H E  W O R K O U T

 

TARGETS:  CORE

 1. Boat Hold 

2. Alternating Tuck In 

3. Alternating Single Leg Lift

(Keep Arms Extended & Thrust

Your butt up!) 

4. Ball/Plate Hold + Crunch 

5. Ball Slams or Overhead Press

(Thrust your hips!) 

6. Roll Outs

7. Russian Twist + Press

R E S T / F O R M  T I P S

Breathe! 

Keep your core braced 

Avoid space between your back

and the floor 

20 MIN CORE BUILD 

3 Rounds | 30 secs each | No rest 

https://vimeo.com/643242741/1b1427c2f5


R O U N D  2

R O U N D  1  

 

R O U N D  3

UPPER BODY BURN

TARGETS:  CHEST,  SHOULDERS,  TRICEPS

Chest press to knee tuck 

Alternate shoulder presses 

Military presses to low spiders 

Front press to tricep extension 

Lateral raises (pour the water)

Deadman Burpee 

Reverse press to skull crush 

chest flys 

X-Plank walk to shoulder taps 

R E S T / F I T N E S S  L E V E L

45 Seconds on - 20 second break

after each exercise 

30 sec-1 minute rest between each

round if needed 

Complete each round 2 times then

move on to the next circuit.

If your first set wasn't tough,

increase your weight for the

second set! 

R O U N D  4

4 palms up raise/ 4 palms

down raise 

Kick backs 

Tempo push ups 

Mountain climbers 

https://vimeo.com/599714526/21cfc48f52


R O U N D  2R O U N D  1  

 R O U N D  3

SQUAT DROP & HOP
TARGETS:  TOTAL BODY

30 seconds jump rope hops 

30 second squat hold 

30 second plank drops

20 second break 

30 seconds high knees hops 

30 second squat pulses 

30 second plank drop and

hop to squat 

20 second break 

30 second hip rotations jumps

30 second squat pulse calve

raise 

30 seconds plank drop, squat 

20 second break 

     hop to burpee 

R E S T / F I T N E S S  L E V E L

Rest period is 20 seconds after each

round. 

Complete Rounds 1 - 3 back to back 

Beginners/Intermediate: 2 rounds

Advanced: 3 rounds

Keep your word, finish strong! 

https://vimeo.com/594837842/ac2ad2d6c6


R O U N D  2R O U N D  1  

 R O U N D  3

DOUBLE B BURNER
TARGETS:  BACK AND BICEPS 

30 seconds jump rope hops 

30 second squat hold 

30 second plank drops

20 second break 

30 seconds high knees hops 

30 second squat pulses 

30 second plank drop and

hop to squat 

20 second break 

30 second hip rotations jumps

30 second squat pulse calve

raise 

30 seconds plank drop, squat 

20 second break 

     hop to burpee 

R E S T / F I T N E S S  L E V E L

Rest period is 20 seconds after

each exercise. 

1 minute rest after each round

Complete each round 2 times then

move onto the next circuit 

If your first set wasn't tough,

increase your weight for the

second set! 

https://vimeo.com/599610037/68dac774e6


C I R C U I T

 

LOWER BODY BURN
TARGETS:  LOWER BODY |  HAMSTRINGS

Side to side sumo with a toe

raise 

Single squat hamstring curls

e/s

Single leg dead lift to reverse

lunge 

Side to side jump squat with

toe raise

Abductor side plank 

Elevated hamstring curl

Low back lunges 

Intervals: 

40 seconds on - 20 second off

R E S T / F I T N E S S  L E V E L

 W A R M  U P

High to Low Squat 

Plank Toe Taps

Reverse lunge w/ reach

30 seconds |2 sets 

20 seconds rest after each exercise

Beginners/Int: 2 rounds

Advanced: 3 rounds 

Bonus: Use a resistance band or hold

weights for exercises #1, 2, & 7.

https://vimeo.com/594840643/c686bb0a43


C I R C U I T  # 2C I R C U I T  # 1

 C I R C U I T  # 3

BURN HI"IT"
TARGETS:  UPPER BODY,  CORE 

 Squat Press X10 reps 

 Mountain climbers 60 secs

 Squat press burpee X10

 Seal jacks 60 secs

Squat press burpee push up X10

 Step back fly 60 secs

 Squat press burpee push up row

X10

 High knee twist 60 secs

Pull through 60 secs

 Squat press burpee push up

row x 10

High Knee Twist 60 secs

 Squat Press Burpee Press x 10

R E S T / F I T N E S S  L E V E L

Follow the rest periods provided in the

video. 

Beginners: Light weights

Intermediate: Use both light &

moderate weights 

Advanced: Use mod/heavy weights 

https://vimeo.com/594840176/d6a519ed21


HITTIN LEGS
TARGETS:  LOWER BODY |  QUADS

S E C O N D  S U P E R S E TF I R S T  S U P E R S E T

 T H I R D  S U P E R S E T R E S T / F I T N E S S  L E V E L

Follow the rest periods provided in the

video. 

Beginners: Light weights

Intermediate: Use both light &

moderate weights 

Advanced: Use mod/heavy weights 

3 sets | 30 sec each exercise | 30 sec
break after each superset is complete

Double Side Shuffle 
Low High Squat 

Cross Punch Side Shuffle
6 Rep Mountain Climber + Squat Jump

3 sets | 30 sec each exercise | 30 sec
break after each superset is complete

20 seconds Standing Knee
Crunches E/S 
30 seconds Squat Walk + Press

3 sets | 30 sec each exercise | 30 sec
break after each superset is complete

https://vimeo.com/663092759/3bd2bc6089

